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Abstract. Given a semidirect product g = s ⊎ r of semisimple Lie algebras s and
solvable algebras r, we construct polynomial operators in the enveloping algebra U(g)
of g that commute with r and transform like the generators of s, up to a functional
factor that turns out to be a Casimir operator of r. Such operators are said to generate
a virtual copy of s in U(g), and allow to compute the Casimir operators of g in closed
form, using the classical formulae for the invariants of s. The behavior of virtual copies
with respect to contractions of Lie algebras is analyzed. Applications to the class of
Hamilton algebras and their inhomogeneous extensions are given.
PACS numbers: 02.20Sv, 02.20Qs
21. Introduction
Casimir operators of Lie algebras and their generalizations constitute an important
tool in dealing with various branches of theoretical physics. Typically their appear in
connection with quantum numbers depicting the main properties of a system. Since
the eigenvalues of such operators characterize irreducible representations and constitute
measurable physical quantities, they provide natural labels for classification schemes
and characterization of states. Further, connections between symmetries and dynamical
properties of a system lead to the possibility of expressing Hamiltonians and deducing
mass formulae from the Casimir operators of the involved Lie algebras. This fact
has been extensively used in the algebraic models in atomic and nuclear physics [1].
Applications of invariants of Lie algebras to phenomenological aspects of a theory have
also been shown to be useful, as given for example by the cubic SUc(3)-operator in
the confinement problem of the non-relativistic quark model or the construction of the
relevant operators in N = 2 supersymmetric models by means of Casimir operators [2].
Classical Casimir operators are operators from the universal enveloping algebra
U(g) that commute with all elements of the Lie algebra, and therefore lead to the
concept of symmetry. For semisimple Lie algebras s, the problem of finding the centre
of U(s) has been solved long ago [3, 4, 5], using the important structural properties that
are essential for their classification [6]. Although polynomial invariants of an arbitrary
Lie algebra always belong to the centre of U(g), for non-semisimple algebras this direct
approach is quite complicated in practice, due to the absence of structural properties
like the Killing form and the difficulties of their representation theory. For these types
of algebras, an analytic approach has shown to be more effective [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
However, the construction of Casimir operators by means of enveloping algebras
can be adapted well to semidirect products ws = s
−→⊕Rw (n) of simple Lie algebras s
with the Heisenberg-Weyl algebra w (n). The main idea is to find quadratic operators in
the enveloping algebra that transform like the generators of the Levi subalgebra s and
commute with the generators of w (n). In this manner, the Casimir operators can be
easily recovered using the classical formulae for the invariants of s. This compatibility
is partially explained by the simplicity of the boson realizations for these algebras, and
generally fails for radicals other than the Heisenberg algebras.
In this work, we propose a natural generalization of this method to determine the
Casimir operators of wide classes of semidirect products of semisimple and solvable Lie
algebras. The main difference with the ws case is that the operators in the enveloping
algebra are of order higher than quadratic. These operators commute with the generator
of the radical r, and transform like the generators of the Levi subalgebra s, up to a
functional factor given by a Casimir operator of g depending only on the generators
of the radical. It follows that the normalized operators do not live properly in the
enveloping algebra of g, but in its fraction field [8]. For this reason such copies will be
called virtual. This modification does however not affect the computation of the Casimir
3operators using the formulae for the invariants of s.
As an application of this method, we obtain the Casimir operators for the
inhomogeneous Hamilton algebras IHa(N) and all its central extensions in arbitrary
dimension. These algebras have been used in the group theoretical analysis of noninertial
states in Quantum Mechanics [14]. Some unanswered questions formulated in [15]
concerning the number and form of their invariants are solved simultaneously for all
values of N .
Finally, given a contraction g g′, we analyze under which conditions the operators
spanning a virtual copy of the Levi subalgebra s ⊂ g in U(g) can be contracted to
operators generating a copy of the same semisimple algebra in the enveloping algebra
of the contraction g′.
2. Invariants of Lie algebras. Maurer-Cartan equations
Given a Lie algebra g =
{
X1, .., Xn | [Xi, Xj] = CkijXk
}
in terms of generators and
commutation relations, we are primarily interested in (polynomial) operators Cp =
αi1..ipXi1 ..Xip in the generators of s such that the constraint [Xi, Cp] = 0, (i = 1, .., n)
is satisfied. Such an operator can be shown to lie in the centre of the enveloping
algebra of g, and is traditionally referred to as Casimir operator. For semisimple Lie
algebras, the determination of Casimir operators can be done using structural properties
[4]. However, for non-semisimple Lie algebras the relevant invariant functions are often
rational or even transcendental functions [12]. This suggest to develop a method in order
to cover arbitrary Lie algebras. One convenient approach is the analytical realization.
The generators of the Lie algebra s are realized in the space C∞ (g∗) by means of the
differential operators:
X̂i = C
k
ijxk
∂
∂xj
, (1)
where {x1, .., xn} is a dual basis of {X1, .., Xn}. The invariants of g (in particular, the
Casimir operators) are solutions of the following system of partial differential equations:
X̂iF = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (2)
Whenever we have a polynomial solution of (2), the symmetrization map defined by
Sym(xa1i1 ..x
ap
ip
) =
1
p!
∑
σ∈Sp
xa1
σ(i1)
..x
ap
σ(ip)
(3)
allows to recover the Casimir operators in their usual form, i.e, as elements in the centre
of the enveloping algebra of g, after replacing the variables xi by the corresponding
generator Xi [8]. A maximal set of functionally independent invariants is usually called
a fundamental basis. The number N (g) of functionally independent solutions of (2) is
obtained from the classical criteria for differential equations, and is given by:
N (g) := dim g− supx1,..,xnrank
(
Ckijxk
)
, (4)
4where A(g) :=
(
Ckijxk
)
is the matrix associated to the commutator table of g over the
given basis.
The use of differential forms has turned out to be useful not only to reformulate
formula (4), but also to compute Casimir operators in some situations [16]. In terms
of the Maurer-Cartan equations, the Lie algebra g is described as follows: Given the
structure tensor
{
Ckij
}
over the basis {X1, .., Xn}, the identification of the dual space
g∗ with the left-invariant 1-forms on the simply connected Lie group whose algebra is
isomorphic to g allows to define an exterior differential d on g∗ by
dω (Xi, Xj) = −C
k
ijω (Xk) , ω ∈ g
∗. (5)
This coboundary operator d allows us to rewrite g as a closed system of 2-forms
dωk = −C
k
ijωi ∧ ωj, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ dim (g) , (6)
called the Maurer-Cartan equations of g. The closeness condition d2ωi = 0 for all i is
equivalent to the Jacobi condition. To reformulate equation (4) in terms of differential
forms, we consider the linear subspace L(g) = R {dωi}1≤i≤dim g of
∧2
g∗ generated by
the 2-forms dωi [17]. In particular, dimL(g) = dim (g) is equivalent to the condition
dim (g) = dim [g, g]. Considering a generic element ω = aidωi (a
i ∈ R) of L(g), then we
can always find a positive integer j0 (ω) ∈ N such that
∧j0(ω) ω 6= 0 and ∧j0(ω)+1 ω ≡ 0.
Thus defining the quantity j0 (g) as the maximal rank of generic elements,
j0 (g) = max {j0 (ω) | ω ∈ L(g)} , (7)
we get a numerical invariant of the Lie algebra g that can be used to rewrite equation
(4) as
N (g) = dim g− 2j0 (g) . (8)
The scalar j0 (g) further determines the number of internal labels necessary to describe
a general irreducible representation of g [3, 9, 17].
3. Virtual copies of semisimple Lie algebras
Ch. Quesne developed in [18] a method based on enveloping algebras to compute
the Casimir operators of semidirect products s−→⊕Rw (n) of simple Lie algebras s with
Heisenberg-Weyl algebras w (n) spanned by n pairs of boson operators bi, b
†
j and the
unit operator I. Since the Casimir operators of simple Lie algebras are known [4], the
method reduces essentially to find polynomials in the generators of s
−→⊕Rw (n) that span
a copy of s in the enveloping algebra of s
−→⊕Rw (n). More specifically, taking the basis{
Eij , bi, b
†
j, I
}
of s
−→⊕Rw (n), where the Eij spans the Levi part s, the author constructed
quadratic operators
E ′ij = EijI− b
†
ibj (9)
satisfying the constraints[
E ′ij , b
†
k
]
=
[
E ′ij , bk
]
= 0, [Eij , E
′
kl] = [Eij , Ekl]
′
. (10)
5These identities ensure that the E ′ij transform in a similar way to the original generators
of s, i.e., satisfy the commutation relation[
E ′ij , E
′
kl
]
= I [Eij , Ekl]
′
, (11)
and therefore span a copy of the latter in the enveloping algebra of s
−→⊕Rw (n).‡ Now,
using the expression for a Casimir operator of order p of s,
Cp =
∑
i1..ip
Ei1i2 ...Eipi1 , (12)
the invariant for the corresponding copy s′ in the enveloping algebra U
(
s
−→⊕Rw (n)
)
is
simply
C ′p =
∑
i1..ip
E ′i1i2 ...E
′
ipi1
. (13)
As a consequence of equation (10), this operator satisfies the identities[
C ′p, b
†
k
]
=
[
C ′p, bk
]
=
[
C ′p, Eij
]
= 0, (14)
proving that C ′p is a Casimir operator of the Lie algebra s
−→⊕Rw (n). Independence of
the invariants computed by this method follows easily by direct verification.
In this case, the validity of the method relies heavily on the specific structure of
these semidirect products.§ One can however ask whether a similar ansatz can be
made for other types of semidirect products, including Lie algebras whose radical is not
necessarily a nilpotent algebra. It seems reasonable to require that such a Lie algebra
g satisfies the inequality N (g) ≥ N (s), where s is the Levi subalgebra of g, although it
is not ensured a priori that the generalization of (9) leads to functionally independent
invariants of g.
The general idea to expand the ansatz of [18] to more wide types of semidirect
products is to replace the operators (9) by more general functions of the generators,
and then analyze under which constraints these operators transform in similar way to
the identities (10). To this extent, we start from an unspecified non-semisimple Lie
algebra g with Levi decomposition g = s
−→⊕Rr, where s denotes the Levi subalgebra and
r the radical.‖ Let {X1, .., Xn, Y1, .., Ym} be a basis such that {X1, .., Xn} spans s and
{Y1, .., Ym} spans r. We further suppose that the structure tensor in s is given by
[Xi, Xj] = C
k
ijXk. (15)
We now define operators X ′i in the enveloping algebra of g by means of
X ′i = Xi f (Y1, .., Ym) + Pi (Y1, .., Ym) , (16)
‡ Observe that, since I is the identity operator, it can be skipped from equation (11).
§ Specifically, it uses that the semidirect product s−→⊕Rw (n) has a one dimensional centre generated
by the identity operator I.
‖ Recall that the radical is the maximal solvable ideal of g, while the Levi subalgebra is the maximal
semisimple subalgebra.
6where Pi is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k and f is homogeneous of degree k−1.
In order to generalize the method of [18], we require the constraints
[X ′i, Yk] = 0, (17)
[X ′i, Xj] = [Xi, Xj]
′ := Ckij (Xkf + Pk) . (18)
to be satisfied for all generators. We thus have to analyze the conditions that the
functions f and Pi must satisfy in order for these equations to hold. After development,
equation (17) can be rewritten as
[X ′i, Yj] = [Xif, Yj] + [Pi, Yj] = Xi [f, Yj ] + [Xi, Yj] f + [Pi, Yj] . (19)
Since the quantities involved are homogeneous in the variables of s and r, we can reorder
the terms according to their degree. Observe thatXi [f, Yj] is a homogeneous polynomial
of degree k − 1 in the variables {Y1, .., Ym}, while [Xi, Yj] f + [Pi, Yj] is of degree k.
Therefore the terms must fulfill the following identities
[f, Yj ] = 0,
[Xi, Yj] f + [Pi, Yj] = 0. (20)
From the first one we conclude that f must be a Casimir operator of the radical r. The
second condition shows the obstruction to the P ′is to be also invariants of r. Observe in
particular that if Yj commutes with the generator Xi of s, the it must commute with
the operator X ′i. We now focus on equation (18). Development of the latter leads to
the identity
[X ′i, Xj] = [Xi, Xj] f −Xi [Xj , f ] + [Pi, Xj ] . (21)
The polynomial [Xi, Xj ] f −Xi [Xj , f ] is homogeneous of degree k − 1 in the variables
of r and degree one in the variables of s, while [Pi, Xj] is of degree zero in the latter set
of variables. This implies that the system
[Xi, Xj] f −Xi [Xj , f ] = C
k
ijXkf
[Pi, Xj] = C
k
ijPk (22)
must be satisfied for arbitrary indices i, j. Because of (15), the first equation reduces to
Xi [Xj, f ] = 0, (23)
and since this holds for all generators of s, we deduce that f must be a Casimir operator
of g that depends only on the variables of the radical r. The second condition tells that
the P ′is transform under the X
′
js like the generators of the semisimple part s.
Taken together, it follows from these relations that the operators X ′i transform like
the generators of s, up to the additional factor f given by a Casimir operator. More
precisely, for any indice i, j we have the commutator[
X ′i, X
′
j
]
= [Xif + Pi, Xjf + Pj] = [Xif + Pi, Xjf ] + [Xif + Pi, Pj]
= CkijXkf
2 + CkijPkf + [X
′
i, Pj] = f [Xi, Xj]
′
, (24)
where the last equality is a consequence of (17).
7Because of this factor f , we cannot in general find operators X ′′i in the enveloping
algebra¶ of g satisfying (17) and (18) and such that[
X ′′i , X
′′
j
]
= [Xi, Xj ]
′′
.
For this reason we will say that the operators X ′i generate a virtual copy of s in
the enveloping algebra of g. We remark that only for the case where f can be identified
with an identity operator, as happens for Heisenberg radical, this virtual copy actually
generates a copy in U (g). However, this functional factor f does not affect the validity
of the method to compute Casimir operators of g from those of the Levi part s.
Theorem 1 Let s be the Levi part of a Lie algebra g and let X ′i = Xi f (Y1, .., Ym) +
Pi (Y1, .., Ym) be polynomials in the generators of g satisfying equations (20) and (22). If
C =
∑
αi1..ipXi1..Xip is a Casimir operator of degree p of s, then C
′ =
∑
αi1..ipX ′i1 ..X
′
ip
is a Casimir operator of g of degree p deg f . Moreover, N (g) ≥ N (s) + 1.
Proof. It is clear from equations (17) and (18) that if C =
∑
αi1..ipXi1..Xip is a
Casimir operator of s, then C ′ =
∑
αi1..ipX ′i1..X
′
ip
is a Casimir operator of g. To prove
the second assertion, we observe that, since X ′i = Xif + Pi, we can rewrite C
′ as
C ′ =
∑
αi1..ip
(
Xi1 ..Xip f
p +
p∑
t=1
ip∑
j1,..,jt=i1
Xi1 ..Pj1..Pjt ..Xip f
p−t
)
. (25)
For any 1 ≤ t ≤ p, the polynomial
F[j1,,.jt] =
ip∑
j1,..,jt=i1
Xi1 ..Pj1..Pjt ..Xip f
p−t
is homogeneous of degree p− t in the generators {X1, .., Xn}. In particular, C ′p contains
Cp as the term of maximal degree in the latter set of generators. Let {C1, .., Cl} be a
set of independent Casimir operators of s. We can thus find indices k1, .., kl such that
the associated Jacobian does not vanish:
∂ {C1, .., Cl}
∂ {Xk1 , .., Xkl}
6= 0. (26)
Let di = degCi denote the degree of each invariant. We now rewrite {C ′1, .., C
′
l}
according to (25), and compute the Jacobian with respect to the generators
{Xk1, .., Xkl}. We explicitly obtain
∂ {C ′1, .., C
′
l}
∂ {Xk1 , .., Xkl}
= det

∂C1
Xk1
fd1 +
∑d1
t=1
∂
∂Xk1
F1,[j1,,.jt] ..
∂C1
Xkl
fd1 +
∑d1
t=1
∂
∂Xkl
F1,[j1,,.jt]
...
...
∂Cl
Xk1
fdl +
∑dl
t=1
∂
∂Xk1
Fl,[j1,,.jt] ..
∂Cl
Xkl
fdl +
∑dl
t=1
∂
∂Xkl
Fl,[j1,,.jt]
 .(27)
Using the properties of determinants, it can be easily seen that (27) simplifies to
∂ {C ′1, .., C
′
l}
∂ {Xk1 , .., Xkl}
= det

∂C1
Xk1
.. ∂C1
Xkl
...
...
∂Cl
Xk1
.. ∂Cl
Xkl
 fd1+..+dl+det

∑d1
t=1
∂
∂Xk1
F1,[j1,,.jt] ..
∑d1
t=1
∂
∂Xkl
F1,[j1,,.jt]
...∑dl
t=1
∂
∂Xk1
Fl,[j1,,.jt] .. +
∑dl
t=1
∂
∂Xkl
Fl,[j1,,.jt]
 (28)
¶ The operators X ′′i = Xi +
1
f
Pi would belong to the fraction field of the enveloping algebra U (g
8Since the first term of the latter equation coincides with ∂{C1,..,Cl}
∂{Xk1 ,..,Xkl}
fd1+..+dl and has
maximal degree in the X ′is, condition (26) ensures that (27) does not vanish, i.e.,
the operators {C ′1, .., C
′
l} are independent. Finally, f being a Casimir operator of g
depending only on the variables of the radical, we get N (s) + 1 ≤ N (g).
Hence the independence of the invariants constructed starting from those of the
Levi part s is automatically ensured by the conditions (17) and (18). This result further
allows us to obtain a criterion concerning the existence of virtual copies of semisimple
algebras in enveloping algebras of semidirect products. The proof is a direct consequence
of the previous argument.
Proposition 1 Let s be the Levi subalgebra of the Lie algebra g. If N (g) ≤ N (s), then
no virtual copy of s in the enveloping algebra of g exists.
This means specifically that for semidirect products with less invariants than those
of its Levi part, the latter provides no valid information to simplify the computation of
the Casimir invariants. In these cases, an approach by enveloping algebras is specially
difficult, since the operators have to be found directly. The ansatz further allows to
establish some restrictions on the structure of the radical r of such semidirect products.
Proposition 2 Let g = s
−→⊕Rr admit a (virtual) copy of s in the enveloping algebra
U (g) generated by operators of type (16). Then the radical r is not Abelian.
The proof is a direct consequence of equation (20). In fact, if the operators
X ′ij = X
′
i f (Y1, .., Ym)+Pi (Y1, .., Ym) satisfy the constraint (17), by the second equation
of (20) we have that
[Xi, Yj] f + [Pi, Yj] = 0.
If r were Abelian, then obviously [Pi, Yj] = 0 for all indices i, j, and this would imply,
since f 6= 0, that [Xi, Yj] = 0 for all generators Xi, Yj. But this tells that the
representation R of s on r is trivial, hence the algebra g reduces to a direct sum s⊕ r.
4. Invariants of the inhomogeneous Hamilton algebra
The Hamilton algebra and its various extensions arise naturally in the analysis of
relativity groups for noninertial states in the quantum mechanical frame [15]. It is known
that projective representations on physical states lead to the conclusion that relativity
groups arise as subgroups of the automorphism group of the Heisenberg algebra hN . In
particular, it follows that the Hamilton group, which is isomorphic to the semidirect
product of so(N) with the Heisenberg algebra hN , coincides with the relativity group
for noninertial frames in classical Hamilton mechanics [19]. Its Lie algebra Ha (N) is
given, over the basis {Jij, Gk, Fk, R}, by the brackets
[Jij , Jkl] = δ
l
iJjk + δ
k
j Jil − δ
l
jJik − δ
k
i Jjl, [Gi, Fj] = δ
j
iR.
[Jij , Gk] = −δki Gj + δ
j
kGi, [Jij, Fk] = −δ
k
i Fj + δ
j
kFi,
(29)
9The action of so(N) over the Heisenberg radical is easily seen to be described by the
fundamental N -dimensional tensor representation Λ of so (N). Therefore its dimension
is dimHa (N) = 1
2
N (N + 3) + 1. Following [18], this algebra has
[
N
2
]
+ 1 Casimir
operators. In this case, the operators
J ′ij = JijR +GiFj −GjFi
generate the searched copy of so (N). Thus the Casimir operators of Ha(N) are
obtained as the symmetrized polynomials of the functions Ck arising as coefficients
of the polynomial
CasN = det |AN − T IdN | =
N∑
l=1
C2lT
2N−2l + T 2N ,
where AN is the N ×N matrix defined by
AN =

0 J ′12 ... J
′
1N
−J ′12 0 ... J
′
2N
...
...
...
−J ′1N −J
′
2N ... 0
 . (30)
An immediate question that arises naturally from this is whether the various
extensions of the Hamilton algebra [15, 19] can be analyzed by means of virtual copies of
so(N) in the corresponding enveloping algebras. In particular, insertion of the operators
generating the corresponding copies into matrix (30) would provide the fundamental set
of invariants for each of these extensions for arbitrary dimension N .
We first consider the inhomogeneous Hamilton algebra IHa(N), which is the first
step in the study of quantum noninertial states [14]. This (non-central) extension is
obtained by addition of the generators {Qk, Pk, E, T} to those of Ha(N): The brackets
are those of (29), to which the following are added:
[Jij, Qk] = −δkiQj + δ
j
kQi, [Jij, Pk] = −δ
k
i Pj + δ
j
kPi, [Gi, Qj ] = δ
j
iT,
[Fi, Pj] = δ
j
iT, [E,Gi] = −Pi, [E,Fi] = Qi, [E,R] = 2T.
(31)
It is observed that R is no more a central element, but now T plays the role of central
charge. In particular, the radical is a solvable non-nilpotent Lie algebra. The first
question that arises is how many invariants this algebra IHa (N) has.
Lemma 1 For any N ≥ 3 following identity holds:
N (IHa (N)) =
[
N
2
]
+ 1. (32)
Proof. We consider the Maurer-Cartan equations (MC) of the algebra
to prove it [17]. Let {ωij, θk, ηk, ϕk, χk, ωR, ωE, ωT} be the dual basis to
{Jij, Gk, Fk, Qk, Pk, R, E, T}. The Maurer-Cartan equations are easily seen to be
dωij = −
∑N
k=1 ωik ∧ ωjk, dθk =
∑N
j=1 ωkj ∧ θj , dηk =
∑N
j=1 ωkj ∧ ηj,
dϕk =
∑N
j=1 ωkj ∧ ϕj + ωE ∧ ηk, dχk =
∑N
j=1 ωkj ∧ χj − ωE ∧ θk,
dωR =
∑N
k=1 θk ∧ ηk, dωT =
∑N
k=1 (θk ∧ ϕk + ηk ∧ χk) + 2ωE ∧ ωR,
dωE = 0.
(33)
10
Any generic element ω ∈ L (g):
ω = aijdωij + b
k
1dθk + b
k
2dηk + b
k
3dϕk + b
k
4dχk + b5dωR + b6dωT , (34)
where aij, bkj ∈ R are arbitrary constants, can be decomposed as ω = ξ1 + ξ2, where
ξ1 = a
ijdωij ∈ L (s) and ξ2 = bk1dθk + b
k
2dηk + b
k
3dϕk + b
k
4dχk + b5dωR+ b6dωT ∈ L (r). A
routine but tedious computation shows that
p∧
(ξ2 − b6dωT ) = 0, p ≥ 2N. (35)
This equation follows essentially from the fact that
∧N
dθk =
∧N
dηk =
∧N+1
dϕk =∧N+1
dχk = 0 and that the terms in the MC equations of these generators involve all
rotation 1-forms ωij. We further observe that dωT involves all 1-forms associated to
generators of the radical with the exception of T , and satisfies the following identity
2N+1∧
dωT = ±2 (2N + 1)!θ1∧ ..∧θN ∧ϕ1∧ ..∧ϕN ∧χ1∧ ..∧χN ∧η1∧ ..∧ηN ∧ωR∧ωE .(36)
This proves that the equality j0 (ξ2) = 2N+1 is satisfied only if b6 6= 0. For this reason we
fix ξ2 = dωT . This choice has the advantage that no element of the dual space to so (N)
appears in the expression of ξ2. We now consider the Maurer-Cartan equations of the
Levi part. Since j0 (so (N)) =
1
2
(
N(N−1)
2
+
[
N
2
])
, there exist non-vanishing coefficients
αij such that
j0(so(N))∧
ξ1 =
j0(so(N))∧ (
aijdωij
)
6= 0. (37)
Taking the 2-form ξ1 + dωT , the wedge products can be rewritten as a sum
p∧
(ξ1 + dωT ) =
p∑
k=1
(
p
k
)(
k∧
ξ1
)
∧
(
p−k∧
dωT
)
. (38)
The conditions (36) and (37) imply that k ≤ j0 (so (N)) and p−k ≤ 2N+1, respectively.
This means that j0 (IHa (N)) ≤ j0 (so (N)) + 2N + 1. On the other hand, since ξ1 and
dωT have no terms in common, it follows at once that
j0(so(N))+2N+1∧
ξ1 + dωT 6= 0, (39)
showing that
j0 (IHa (N)) =
N (N − 1)
2
−
1
2
[
N
2
]
+ 2N + 1. (40)
Applying formula (8) we finally get
N (IHa (N)) =
[
N
2
]
+ 1. (41)
The latter equation shows that adding the new generators {Qk, Pk, E, T} has no
consequence on the number of invariants.
We conclude that the conditions to apply the generalized ansatz developed earlier
are satisfied. Observe that since T is a central element of IHa(N) (and the only invariant
of the radical), a power of it must be the function f multiplying the rotation generators
Jij in the operators generating the virtual copy.
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Proposition 3 For any N ≥ 3, the operators
J ′ij = JijT
2 + (GiQj −GjQi)T + (FiPj − FjPi)T + (PiQj − PjQi)R (42)
generate a virtual copy of so (N) in the enveloping algebra of IHa (N). The Casimir
operators of the latter are obtained as the symmetrized polynomials of the functions Ck
arising as coefficients of the characteristic polynomial
CasN = det |AN − T IdN | =
N∑
l=1
C2lT
2N−2l + T 2N ,
where AN is the matrix (30).
The proof is straightforward and follows by direct computation. From (29) and
(31) we get that R, T commute with all generators but E, which does not appear in
the expression of the operators J ′ij. To verify equations (17) and (18), it suffices to
compute the commutators of the basis elements {Jij , Gk, Fk, Qk, Pk, R, E, T} with the
quadratic polynomials (GiQj −GjQi), (FiPj − FjPi) and (PiQj − PjQi). We omit the
explicit computations, which are mechanical but quite lengthy. The main commutators
to reproduce these commutators are given in Appendix A.
4.1. Invariants of the centrally extended Hamilton algebras
According to the quantum formulation, the realization of physical states and the
projective representations of relativity groups are equivalent to unitary representations
of central extensions. Therefore the interesting object to be studied in the context of
noninertial states are the central extension of the inhomogeneous Hamilton group [19].
It can be easily proved by means of cohomological tools [20] that the inhomogeneous
Hamilton algebra IHa(N) admits a three dimensional central extension denoted
by QHa (N). The new central generators L,M,A are related to time-energy and
position momentum relation, the mass generator and reciprocal symmetry, respectively.
QHa (N) is the maximal centrally extended Lie algebra obtained from IHa(N). Taking
a basis {Jij , Gk, Fk, Pk,Qk, R, E, T, L,A,M}, where L,A,M are the generators of the
(maximal) central extension, the commutation relations are given by
[Jij, Jkl] = δ
l
iJjk + δ
k
j Jil − δ
l
jJik − δ
k
i Jjl, [Jij, Gk] = −δ
k
iGj + δ
j
kGi,
[Jij, Fk] = −δki Fj + δ
j
kFi, [Jij, Pk] = −δ
k
i Pj + δ
j
kPi, [Jij, Qk] = −δ
k
iQj + δ
j
kQi,
[Gi, Fj] = δ
j
iR, [Gi, Qj] = δ
j
iT, [Fi, Pj] = δ
j
iT, [Pi, Qj] = δ
j
iL, [Gi, Pj] = δ
j
iM,
[Fi, Qj ] = δ
j
iA, [E,Gi] = −Pi, [E,Fi] = Qi, [E, T ] = −L, [E,R] = 2T.
(43)
Again, the use of differential forms allows us to compute the number of invariants
for arbitrary values of N .
Lemma 2 For any N ≥ 3 the following equality holds
N (QHa (N)) =
[
N
2
]
+ 4.
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Proof. The proof is essentially a consequence of the argument in Lemma 1. For
QHa (N) the Maurer-Cartan equations are
dωij = −
∑N
k=1 ωik ∧ ωjk, dθk =
∑N
j=1 ωkj ∧ θj , dηk =
∑N
j=1 ωkj ∧ ηj,
dϕk =
∑N
j=1 ωkj ∧ ϕj + ωE ∧ ηk, dχk =
∑N
j=1 ωkj ∧ χj − ωE ∧ θk,
dωR =
∑N
k=1 θk ∧ ηk, dωT =
∑N
k=1 (θk ∧ ϕk + ηk ∧ χk) + 2ωE ∧ ωR,
dωL =
∑N
k=1 χk ∧ ϕk − ωE ∧ ωT , dωM =
∑N
k=1 θk ∧ χk,
dωA =
∑N
k=1 ηk ∧ ϕk, dωE = 0.
(44)
Since {L,M,A} are central elements, the forms ωA, ωM and ωL do not appear in the
terms of a generic element of L (QHa (N)). Therefore, the same 2-form used in Lemma
1 provides the maximal rank of an element in L (QHa (N)). We thus conclude that
j0 (QHa (N)) =
1
2
(
N(N−1)
2
−
[
N
2
]
+ 4N + 2
)
and again, by formula (8), we obtain the
number of invariants
N (QHa (N)) =
N2 + 7N + 12
2
−
(
N (N − 1)
2
−
[
N
2
]
+ 4N + 2
)
=
[
N
2
]
+ 4.
The problem therefore reduces to compute the
[
N
2
]
+ 1 non-central invariants.
Observe that, according to Theorem 1, one of these invariants must be an invariant
depending only on the generators of the radical. Moreover, in contrast to the invariants
of the inhomogeneous Hamilton algebra, which depended upon all its generators, for the
quantum Hamilton QHa (N) algebra we find an important property that turns out to
be essential to find closed formulae for the invariants.
Lemma 3 For any generalized Casimir invariant Φ of QHa(N) the constraint
∂Φ
∂e
= 0
is satisfied.
It follows at once from the representation (2) that the differential operator
associated to the generator R is given by
R̂ = −2t
∂
∂e
,
thus the invariants do not depend on the variable e. An important consequence of this
fact is that the generators {T,R,M,L,A} commute with all other remaining generators
Jij, Gk, Fk, Qk, Pk. This will be crucial in finding new operators in the enveloping algebra
that generate a virtual copy of so(N).
Proposition 4 For any N ≥ 3, the operators
Ĵij = Jij
(
T 2 +RL− AM
)
+ T (GiQj −GjQi) + T (FiPj − FjPi) + L (GiFj −GjFi) +
+R (PiQj − PjQi) +M (QiFj −QjFi) + A (PiGj − PjGi) , (45)
generate a virtual copy of so (N) in the enveloping algebra of QHa (N).
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Table 1. Generators of virtual copies of so(n) in the enveloping algebras of one and
two dimensional central extensions of IHa(N).
g Operators Ĵij generating the virtual copy of so (N) in U (g)
IHa (n) ⊎ 〈L〉
Jij (T
2 +RL) + T (GiQj −GjQi + FiPj − FjPi) + L (GiFj −GjFi)
+R (PiQj − PjQi)
IHa (n) ⊎ 〈M〉
JijT
2 + T (GiQj −GjQi + FiPj − FjPi) +M (QiFj −QjFi)
+R (PiQj − PjQi)
IHa (n) ⊎ 〈A〉
JijT
2 + T (GiQj −GjQi + FiPj − FjPi) + A (PiGj − PjGi)
+R (PiQj − PjQi)
IHa (n) ⊎ 〈A,M〉
Jij (T
2 − AM) + T (GiQj −GjQi + FiPj − FjPi) +R (PiQj − PjQi)
+M (QiFj −QjFi) + A (PiGj − PjGi)
IHa (n) ⊎ 〈A,L〉
Jij (T
2 +RL) + T (GiQj −GjQi + FiPj − FjPi) + L (GiFj −GjFi)
+R (PiQj − PjQi) + A (PiGj − PjGi)
IHa (n) ⊎ 〈L,M〉
Jij (T
2 +RL) + T (GiQj −GjQi + FiPj − FjPi) + L (GiFj −GjFi)
+R (PiQj − PjQi) +M (QiFj −QjFi)
The proof, once more, follows by direct verification of the conditions (17) and
(18). As before, we omit the long verification. The main commutators of quadratic
polynomials in the generators are given in Appendix A.
We concluide that a fundamental set of invariants of QHa(N) for arbitrary N is given
by {L,A,M, T 2 +RN −AM,Sym(C ′2l)}, where Sym(C
′
2l) denotes the symmetrization
of the polynomials C2l obtained inserting the operators (45) into the matrix (30) and
computing the characteristic polynomial.
We already observed that QHa(N) is a maximal central extension of IHa(N). The
remaining extensions are either one dimensional, with central generator L,A orM , or two
dimensional, with central charges {L,A}, {L,M} or {A,M}. In view of the preceding
results, it seems reasonable to think that slight modifications of (45) will also provide
the corresponding operators that generate the virtual copy of so(N) in the enveloping
algebra of these extensions. The Maurer-Cartan equations can be easily obtained from
(44), and using them it can be easily shown that N (IHa(N) ⊎ 〈Λ〉) =
[
N
2
]
+ 2 and
N (IHa(N) ⊎ 〈Λ,Π〉) =
[
N
2
]
+ 3 for Λ,Π ∈ {A,M,L}. The operators generating the
virtual copies are given in Table 1.
5. Applications to contractions
Considering that the proposed method is motivated by the problem of finding the
invariants of semidirect products, it is natural to ask whether the procedure of virtual
copies can be extended to contractions of Lie algebras, in order to obtain a systematic
method to compute the invariants of the contraction without being forced to consider
the invariants separately [21, 22]. In this section we outline a possible approach to the
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contraction problem. Recall that a contraction of a Lie algebra g is determined by a
family of non-singular linear maps Φε of g, where ε ∈ (0, 1]. If the limit
[X, Y ]∞ := lim
ε→0
Φ−1ε [Φε(X),Φε(Y )] (46)
exists for any X, Y ∈ g, then equation (46) defines a Lie algebra g′ called the contraction
of g (by Φε) [23].
Suppose that for the semidirect product g = s
−→⊕Rr we can find a virtual copy of s
in the enveloping algebra U (g) generated by the operators
X ′i = Xif (Y1, .., Ym) + Pi (Y1, .., Ym)
satisfying the requirements of (16). Now let g g′ = s
−→⊕Rr′ be a nontrivial generalized
Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contraction such that N (g) = N (g′), given by transformations of the
type [22]:
Φε(Xi) = Xi,
Φε(Yj) = ε
niYj, ni ∈ Z, (47)
where {X1, .., Xn, Y1, ..Ym} is a basis of g. This means that the contraction is performed
only in the radical, preserving the Levi part s and the representation R. Rewriting the
polynomials f and Pi over the transformed basis, we obtain the expressions
f(Φε(Y1), ..,Φε(Ym)) = ε
−(ni1+...+nik−1)αi1...ik−1Yi1...Yik−1 ,
Pi(Φε(Y1), ..,Φε(Ym)) = ε
−(nj1+...+njk−1)βj1...jki Yj1...Yjk . (48)
Considering the maximal exponents of the contraction parameter ε defined by
M0 = max
{
ni1 + ... + nik−1 | α
i1..ik−1 6= 0
}
,
Mi = max
{
ni1 + ... + nik | β
i1..ik−1
i 6= 0
}
, (49)
we can compute the following limits for i = 1, .., n:
f0(Y1, .., Ym) = lim
ε→0
εM0f(Φε(Y1), ..,Φε(Ym)) =
∑
ni1+...+nip=M0
αi1...ik−1Yi1...Yik−1 ,
Pi,0(Y1, .., Ym) = lim
ε→0
εMiPi(Φε(Y1), ..,Φε(Ym)) =
∑
ni1+...+nip=Mi
β
j1...jk
i Yj1...Yjk . (50)
We further introduce the scalars
Ni = max {M0,Mi} , i = 1, .., n.
This enables us to compute the following limits for arbitrary index i
X ′′i = lim
ε→0
εNi {Xif(Φε(Y1), ..,Φε(Ym)) + Pi(Φε(Y1), ..,Φε(Ym))} . (51)
Observe that if M0 > Mi0 for some i0, then the previous limit reduces to
X ′′i0 = Xif0(Y1, .., Ym),
while for M0 < Mi0 , equation (51) simplifies to
X ′′i0 = Pi0,0(Y1, .., Ym).
In any case, it is obvious that f0 is a Casimir operator of the contraction g
′, depending
only on the variables of the radical r′.
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Proposition 5 A generalized Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contraction g g′ of type (47) determines
a virtual copy of s in the enveloping algebra of g′ only if
M0 =M1 = .. =Mn.
The proof is essentially an adaptation of well known facts on contractions of Casimir
operators [24]. Suppose that for some index i0 ∈ {1, .., n} we have Ni0 = M0. As
commented above, the contracted operator is X ′′i0 = Xi0f0 6= 0. Since the representation
R of s is preserved by the contraction, there exists at least an element Yk0 ∈ r
′ such that
[Xi0 , Yk0] 6= 0. But this implies that[
X ′′i0 , Yk0
]
= [Xi0f0, Yk0] = [Xi0 , Yk0] f0 6= 0,
contradicting condition (17). Thus the {X ′′i } cannot generate a virtual copy of s in
U (g). If on the contrary, Ni0 = Mi0 , then the contraction of the operator X
′
i0
equals
X ′′i0 = Pi0,0, which depends only on the variables of r
′. Now s is semisimple, thus we can
find Xk1 , Xk2 ∈ s such that [Xk1, Xk2] = Xi0 . In this case we would obtain[
X ′′k1 , X
′′
k2
]
= Xi0f
2
0 + ... 6= X
′′
i0
,
which again prevents the operators {X ′′i } to generate a virtual copy of s. Observe that
this is precisely what happens if the contraction is an inhomogeneous algebra, i.e., r′ is
an Abelian algebra.
Let us therefore suppose that all indices Ni coincide, i.e., that M0 = Mi for all
i. Let f1 =
∑
ni1+...+nip<M0
αi1...ik−1Yi1 ...Yik−1 and Pi,1 =
∑
ni1+...+nip<Mi
β
j1...jk
i Yj1...Yjk .
For any i we can decompose εM0X ′i with respect to the parameter ε as
εM0X ′i = ε
M0 {Xif(Φε(Y1), ..,Φε(Ym)) + Pi(Φε(Y1), ..,Φε(Ym))}
= Xi
(
f0 +
∑
p≥1 ε
M0−pf1
)
+
(
Pi,0 +
∑
q≥1 ε
M0−qPi,1
)
.
(52)
Now, over the transformed basis the condition (17) must hold for any ε 6= 0. Developing
the commutator
[
εM0X ′i, Yk
]
and reordering the result with respect to ε leads to to the
expression[
εM0X ′i, Yk
]
=
[
Xi
(
f0 +
∑
p≥1 ε
M0−pf1
)
+
(
Pi,0 +
∑
q≥1 ε
M0−qPi,1
)
, Yk
]
= [X ′′i , Yk] +
∑
p≥1 ε
M0−p [Xi f1, Yk] +
∑
q≥1 ε
M0−q [Pi,1, Yk] = 0.
Therefore, for the limit ε→ 0 we finally get
lim
ε→0
[
εM0X ′i, Yk
]
= [X ′′i , Yk] = 0,
which shows that the contracted operators {X ′′i } satisfy constraint (17). Arguing in
similar manner, it is shown that constraint (18) is also satisfied. We conclude that the
{X ′′i } generate a virtual copy of s in the enveloping algebra of the contraction g
′. In
the particular case of N (g) = N (g′) = N (s) + 1, a fundamental set of invariants is
completely determined by the corresponding virtual copies and the Casimir operators
f and f0, respectively.
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As an example to illustrate the contraction of virtual copies, let us consider four
boson pairs
{
ai, a
†
i
}
with well-known relations[
ai, a
†
j
]
= δij , [ai, aj ] =
[
a
†
i , a
†
j
]
= 0.
Let g be the Lie algebra generated by the operators
X1,1 = a
†
1a1 + a
†
2a2, X−1,1 = a1a1 + a2a2, X1,−1 = a
†
1a
†
1 + a
†
2a
†
2, G1 = a1a4 + a2a3,
F1 = a
†
2a3 + a
†
1a4, Q1 = a2a4 + a1a3, P1 = a
†
1a3 + a
†
2a4 R = a4a4 + a3a3,
E = a†3a4 + a
†
4a3, T = 2a3a4.
It is straightforward to verify that the subalgebra generated by {X1,1, X−1,1, X1,−1, F1, G1, R}
is isomorphic to the semidirect sum wsp (1,R), which incidentally is isomorphic to the
2-photon algebra [18, 25]. We can therefore consider g as a kind of “inhomogenization”
of wsp (1,R), in analogy with the Hamilton algebras. g clearly satisfies N (g) = 2, and
although the centre is zero,+ the polynomial R2 − T 2 is a Casimir operator of g. It can
be easily verified that a virtual copy of the Levi subalgebra su (1, 1) in the enveloping
algebra of g is generated by the operators
X ′1,1 = X1,1
(
R2 − T 2
)
+ T (Q1F1 +G1P1)− R (G1F1 +Q1P1) ,
X ′−1,1 = X−1,1
(
R2 − T 2
)
+ 2TG1Q1 −RG
2
1 −RQ
2
1,
X ′1,−1 = X1,−1
(
R2 − T 2
)
+ 2TF1P1 − RF
2
1 − RP
2
1 .
In particular, the second Casimir operator of g is easily obtained as
C =
(
X ′1,1
)2
−
1
2
(
X ′−1,1X
′
1,−1 +X
′
1,−1X
′
−1,1
)
If we now consider the contraction g g′ determined by the transformations
Φε (Q1) = εQ1, Φε (P1) = εP1, Φε (E) = εE, Φε (T ) = εT,
where the remaining generators remain unchanged, we obtain an algebra g′ with two
invariants that also extends the 2-photon algebra. Expressing the operators generating
the virtual copy in U (g) over the transformed basis, and considering the previous limits
(51), we obtain
ε2X ′1,1 = X1,1
(
ε2R2 − T 2
)
+ T (Q1F1 +G1P1)−R
(
ε2G1F1 +Q1P1
)
,
ε2X ′−1,1 = X−1,1
(
ε2R2 − T 2
)
+ 2TG1Q1 −Rε
2G21 − RQ
2
1,
ε2X ′1,−1 = X1,−1
(
ε2R2 − T 2
)
+ 2TF1P1 −Rε
2F 21 −RP
2
1 .
The contracted operators X ′′i,j are therefore
X ′′1,1 = X1,1
(
−T 2
)
+ T (Q1F1 +G1P1)−RQ1P1,
X ′′−1,1 = X−1,1
(
−T 2
)
+ 2TG1Q1 −RQ
2
1,
X ′′1,−1 = X1,−1
(
−T 2
)
+ 2TF1P1 −RP
2
1 .
It is straightforward to verify that these operators generate a copy of su(1, 1) in the
enveloping algebra of the contraction g′. In particular, the second Casimir operator
follows from the expression C ′ =
(
X ′′1,1
)2
− 1
2
(
X ′′−1,1X
′′
1,−1 +X
′′
1,−1X
′′
−1,1
)
, and coincides
with the contraction of the Casimir operator C of g.
+ The commutators of g and the contraction g′ are given in Appendix B.
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6. Final remarks
We have seen that modifications of the procedure to compute the Casimir operators
of semidirect products s
−→⊕Rw(n) using quadratic operators in the enveloping algebra
can be extended naturally to more general types of Lie algebras, including semidirect
products with pure solvable radicals. This enables us to derive the Casimir operators of
such Lie algebras using the classical formulae for the invariants of semisimple algebras.
The conditions (17) and (18) also determine the range of validity of the ansatz based on
operators of the form (16). First of all, the semidirect product g = s
−→⊕Rr must possess
at least N (s) + 1 Casimir operators, one of them depending only on the generators
of r and N (s) depending on all generators of g. Further, the radical r of g cannot
be Abelian. This implies that the procedure is not directly adaptable to classical
inhomogeneous algebras, at least with the proposed type of operators. In spite of this
apparent restrictions, the class of Lie algebras to which the method of virtual copies
can be applied is ample. It covers the central extensions of semidirect products of the
type s
−→⊕Rw(n) (whenever they exist), as well as other “inhomogenizations” containing
the latter as subalgebras. In particular, it comprises the one dimensional non-central
extensions of double inhomogeneous Lie algebras [26].
We have also shown that for generalized Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contractions g g′ = s
−→⊕Rr′
that preserve the Levi subalgebra s and the representation R, the procedure can be
applied to construct a virtual copy of s in the enveloping algebra of g′. In some sense,
this result can be interpreted as a kind of contraction of realizations of semisimple
Lie algebras. In particular, from this we easily deduce the Casimir operators of the
contraction in compact form. This leads to the question whether the ansatz can be
reversed, i.e., under which conditions the realization of a simple Lie algebra s in the
enveloping algebra of a semidirect product g′ can be deformed into a realization in
another enveloping algebra U(g), and whether the underlying Lie algebras g and g′ are
related by contraction [24]. This problem is deeply related with the stability problem
of semidirect products of Lie algebras, a question that remains largely unsolved.
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Appendix A
In this appendix we specify the commutators of the basis elements of g with higher
order polynomials in the generators. The relations are presented simultaneously for the
inhomogeneous Hamilton algebra IHa (N) and its various central extensions. To obtain
the corresponding commutators for e.g. IHa (N), all terms containing the generators
M,A,L in the following list are skipped. Analogous procedure holds for the remaining
extensions.
[Jij, GkQl] = δ
k
jGiQl − δ
k
iGjQl + δ
l
jGkQi − δ
i
lGkQj , [GiQj , Gk] = −δ
k
jGiT,
[Jij, FkPl] = δ
k
jFiPl − δ
k
i FjPl + δ
l
jFkPi − δ
i
lFkPj , [GiQj , Fk] = −δ
k
jGiA+ δ
k
iQjR,
[Jij, GkFl] = δ
k
jGiFl − δ
k
iGjFl + δ
l
jGkFi − δ
i
lGkFj , [GiQj , Qk] = δ
i
kQjT,
[Jij, PkQl] = δ
k
jPiQl − δ
k
i PjQl + δ
l
jPkQi − δ
i
lPkQj , [GiQj , Pk] = δ
k
iQjM − δ
j
kGiL,
[Jij, QkFl] = δ
k
jQiFl − δ
k
iQjFl + δ
l
jQkFi − δ
i
lQkFj , [GiQj , E] = PiQj,
[Jij, PkGl] = δ
k
jPiGl − δ
k
i PjGl + δ
l
jPkGi − δ
i
lPkGj , [FiPj, Gk] = −δ
k
jFiM − δ
k
i PjR,
[GiQj , GkQl] = δ
l
iTGkQj − δ
j
kTGiQl, [FiPj, Fk] = −δ
j
kFiT,
[GiQj , FkPl] = δ
k
iRQjPl − δ
j
lLGiFk + δ
l
iMFkQj + δ
i
kδ
l
jRL, [FiPj, Qk] = δ
k
i PjA + δ
j
kFiL,
[GiQj , GkFl] = δ
l
iRGkQj − δ
k
j TGiFl − δ
j
lAGiGk, [FiPj, Pk] = δ
k
i PjT,
[GiQj , PkQl] = δ
l
iTPkQj − δ
k
jLGiQl + δ
k
iMQjQl, [FiPj, E] = −QiPj ,
[GiQj , QkFl] = δ
k
i TQjFl − δ
l
jAGiQk + δ
k
i δ
l
jTA, [GiFj, Gk] = −δ
j
kGiR,
[GiQj , PkGl] = δ
k
iMQjGl − δ
k
jLGiGl − δ
j
l TGiPk + δ
i
kδ
j
lMT , [GiFj, Fk] = δ
k
i FjR,
[FiPj , FkPl] = δ
l
iTFkPj − δ
j
kTFiPl, [GiFj, Qk] = δ
k
i FjT + δ
j
kGiA,
[FiPj , GkFl] = −δljTFiGj − δ
k
jMFiFl − δ
j
kRPjFk − δ
i
kδ
j
lRT , [GiFj, Pk] = δ
k
jGiT + δ
i
kFjM,
[FiPj , PkQl] = δ
l
jLFiPk + δ
k
i TQlPj + δ
l
iAPjPk, [GiFj, E] = PiFj −GiQj ,
[FiPj , QkFl] = δ
j
kLFiFl − δ
j
l TFiQk + δ
i
kAFlPj, [PiQj, Gk] = −δ
j
kPiT − δ
i
kQjM,
[FiPj , QkFl] = δ
j
kLFiFl − δ
j
l TFiQk + δ
k
i AFlPj, [PiQj, Fk] = −δ
k
jPiA− δ
k
iQjT,
[FiPj , PkGl] = δ
i
kTPjGl − δ
j
lMPkFi − δ
i
lRPkPj , [PiQj, Qk] = δ
k
iQjL,
[GiFj , GkFl] = δ
i
lRGkFj − δ
k
jRGiFl, [PiQj, Pk] = −δ
k
jPiL,
[GiFj , PkQl] = δ
j
kTGiQl + δ
l
jAGiPk + δ
i
kMQlFj + δ
l
iTPkFj , [QiFj , Gk] = −δ
k
jQiR− δ
i
kFjT,
[GiFj , QkFl] = δ
j
kAGiFl + δ
i
kTFjFl + δ
l
iRQkFj, [QiFj , Fk] = −δ
i
kFjA,
[GiFj , PkGl] = δ
j
kTGiGl − δ
j
lRGiPk + δ
i
kMFjGl + δ
i
kδ
l
jMR, [QiFj , Qk] = δ
j
kQiA,
[PiQj , PkQl] = δ
i
lLPkQj − δ
j
kLPiQl, [QiFj , Pk] = δ
k
jQiT − δ
i
kFjL,
[PiQj , QkFl] = δ
i
kLFlQj − δ
j
lAPiQk − δ
i
lTQkQj , [QiFj , E] = −QiQj ,
[PiQj , PkGl] = −δ
j
kLPiGl − δ
j
l TPiPk − δ
l
iMPkQj, [PiGj, Gk] = −δ
i
kGjM,
[QiFj , QkFl] = δ
j
kAQiFl − δ
i
lAQkFv, [PiGj, Fk] = δ
i
kPiR− δ
i
kGjT,
[QiFj , PkQl] = δ
j
kTQiGl − δ
k
i LFjGl − δ
j
lRPkQi − δ
l
iTPkFj , [PiGj, Qk] = δ
j
kPiT + δ
k
iGjL,
[PiGj, PkGl] = δ
j
kMPiGl − δ
l
iMPkGj, [PiGj, Pk] = δ
k
jPiM,
[PiGj, E] = PiPj, [T
2 +RL,E] = 0, [TFiPj, E] = TQiPj + LQiGj,
[TGiQj , E] = TPiQj + LGiQj , [RPiQj , E] = −2TPiQj .
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Appendix B
The Lie algebra g spanned by the operators {X1,1, X−1,1, X1,−1, F1, G1, Q1, P1, R, E, T}
has Levi decomposition
g = su (1, 1)−→⊕Rr,
where R = D 1
2
⊕D 1
2
⊕D30,D 1
2
being the two dimensional irreducible spin 1
2
-representation
and D0 the trivial representation. The commutators of g and the contraction g
′ are
simultaneously given in the following table, for the values of α = 1 and α = 0,
respectively.
[ , ] X1,1 X−1,1 X1,−1 G1 F1 Q1 P1 R E T
X1,1 0 −2X−1,1 2X1,−1 −G1 F1 −Q1 P1 0 0 0
X−1,1 0 4X1,1 0 2G1 0 2Q1 0 0 0
X1,−1 0 −2F1 0 −2P1 0 0 0 0
G1 0 R 0 T 0 Q1 0
F1 0 −T 0 0 P1 0
Q1 0 αR 0 αG1 0
P1 0 0 αF1 0
R 0 2T 0
E 0 −2αR
T 0
